Date: June 4, 1973
Time: Unknown between 10:16 am and 11:19 am
Location: Executive Office Building

The President played a portion of a recording of a meeting with John W. Dean, III.

[A transcript of the following portion of this conversation was initially prepared for the Watergate Special Prosecution Force (WSPF) and can be found in Record Group (RG) 460, Box]
172, “Transcript of a Recording of a Meeting between the President and John Dean on February 28, 1973 from 9:12 to 10:23 a.m.,” pages 32-48; Statement of Information, Book III, Part I, pages 663-687 (47-71); and Statement of Information, Book VII, Part IV, pages 1780-1782 (59-61). The Nixon Presidential Materials Staff reviewed the transcript and made changes as necessary. This transcript has been reviewed under the provisions of the Presidential Recordings and Materials Preservation Act of 1974 (PRMPA). The National Archives does not guarantee its accuracy.

[See also Conversation No. 865-014]

[Begin transcribed portion]

[End transcribed portion]

The President stopped the recording at an unknown time before 11:19 am.

Conversation No. 442-002

Date: June 4, 1973
Time: Unknown between 10:16 am and 11:19 am
Location: Executive Office Building

The President talked with the White House operator.

[A transcript of the following portion of this conversation was initially prepared for the Watergate Special Prosecution Force (WSPF) and can be found in Record Group (RG) 460, Box 172, “Transcript Prepared by the Impeachment Inquiry Staff for the House Judiciary Committee…,” page 1 (.pdf page 1). The Nixon Presidential Materials Staff reviewed the transcript and made changes as necessary. This transcript has been reviewed under the provisions of the Presidential Recordings and Materials Preservation Act of 1974 (PRMPA). The National Archives does not guarantee its accuracy.]

[See also Conversation No. 039-060]
Conversation No. 442-003

Date: June 4, 1973
Time: Unknown between 11:19 am and 11:24 am
Location: Executive Office Building

An unknown person talked with the President.

[A transcript of the following portion of this conversation was initially prepared for the Watergate Special Prosecution Force (WSPF) and can be found in Record Group (RG) 460, Box 172, “Transcript Prepared by the Impeachment Inquiry Staff for the House Judiciary Committee…,” page 1 (.pdf page 1). The Nixon Presidential Materials Staff reviewed the transcript and made changes as necessary. This transcript has been reviewed under the provisions of the Presidential Recordings and Materials Preservation Act of 1974 (PRMPA). The National Archives does not guarantee its accuracy.]

[See also Conversation No. 039-061]

Conversation No. 442-004

Date: June 4, 1973
Time: 11:24 am - 11:30 am
Location: Executive Office Building
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The President met with Stephen B. Bull.

[A transcript of the following portion of this conversation was initially prepared for the Watergate Special Prosecution Force (WSPF) and can be found in Record Group (RG) 460, Box 172, “Transcript Prepared by the Impeachment Inquiry Staff for the House Judiciary Committee…,” pages 1-4 (.pdf pages 1-4). The Nixon Presidential Materials Staff reviewed the transcript and made changes as necessary. This transcript has been reviewed under the provisions of the Presidential Recordings and Materials Preservation Act of 1974 (PRMPA). The National Archives does not guarantee its accuracy.]

[Begin transcribed portion]

[End transcribed portion]
Bull left at 11:30 am.
Date: June 4, 1973
Time: Unknown between 11:30 am and 11:52 am
Location: Executive Office Building

The President played a portion of a recording of a meeting with John W. Dean, III.

[A transcript of the following portion of this conversation was initially prepared for the Watergate Special Prosecution Force (WSPF) and can be found in Record Group (RG) 460, Box 59, “Transcript of a Recording of a Meeting of March 1, 1973 between President Nixon and John Dean from approximately 9:18 to 9:45 a.m. in the Oval Office,” pages 1-20. The Nixon Presidential Materials Staff reviewed the transcript and made changes as necessary. This transcript has been reviewed under the provisions of the Presidential Recordings and Materials Preservation Act of 1974 (PRMPA). The National Archives does not guarantee its accuracy.]

[See also Conversation 866-003]

[Begin transcribed portion]

[End transcribed portion]

********************************************************************************

[Previous National Security (B) withdrawal reviewed under MDR guidelines case number LPRN-T-MDR-2014-010. Segment declassified on 10/03/2017. Archivist: DR]

[National Security]
[442-005-w001]
[Duration: 10s]

1968 bugging incident
- Federal Bureau of Investigation [FBI] capacity
- Cartha D. (“Deke”) DeLoach capacity
  - Federal Bureau of Investigation [FBI] backchannels
[Begin transcribed portion]

The President stopped the recording at an unknown time before 11:52 am.

Date: June 4, 1973
Time: Unknown between 11:30 am and 11:52 am
Location: Executive Office Building

The President talked with the White House operator.

[A transcript of the following portion of this conversation was initially prepared for the Watergate Special Prosecution Force (WSPF) and can be found in Record Group (RG) 460, Box 172, “Transcript Prepared by the Impeachment Inquiry Staff for the House Judiciary Committee…,” page 1 (.pdf page 5). The Nixon Presidential Materials Staff reviewed the transcript and made changes as necessary. This transcript has been reviewed under the provisions of the Presidential Recordings and Materials Preservation Act of 1974 (PRMPA). The National Archives does not guarantee its accuracy.]

[See also Conversation No. 039-062]

[Begin transcribed portion]

[End transcribed portion]
Date: June 4, 1973
Time: 11:52 am - 11:53 am
Location: Executive Office Building

The President talked with Alexander M. Haig, Jr.

[A transcript of the following portion of this conversation was initially prepared for the Watergate Special Prosecution Force (WSPF) and can be found in Record Group (RG) 460, Box 172, “Transcript Prepared by the Impeachment Inquiry Staff for the House Judiciary Committee…,” page 1 (.pdf page 5). The Nixon Presidential Materials Staff reviewed the transcript and made changes as necessary. This transcript has been reviewed under the provisions of the Presidential Recordings and Materials Preservation Act of 1974 (PRMPA). The National Archives does not guarantee its accuracy.]

[Begin transcribed portion]

[End transcribed portion]

The President stopped the recording at an unknown time before 11:52 am.

Conversation No. 442-008

Date: June 4, 1973
Time: 11:58 am - 12:35 pm
Location: Executive Office Building

The President met with Alexander M. Haig, Jr.

[A transcript of the following portion of this conversation was initially prepared for the Watergate Special Prosecution Force (WSPF) and can be found in Record Group (RG) 460, Box 172, “Transcript Prepared by the Impeachment Inquiry Staff for the House Judiciary Committee…,” pages 1-29 (.pdf pages 5-33). The Nixon Presidential Materials Staff reviewed the transcript and made changes as necessary. This transcript has been reviewed under the...]
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provisions of the Presidential Recordings and Materials Preservation Act of 1974 (PRMPA). The National Archives does not guarantee its accuracy.

[Begin transcribed portion]

Watergate
- Personnel management
  - William J. Baroody, Jr.
  - Cooperation

[Resume transcribed portion]

Stephen B. Bull entered at 12:00 pm.

Bull left at 12:04 pm.

[End transcribed portion]

*********************************************************

BEGIN WITHDRAWN ITEM NO. 1

[National Security (B) withdrawal reviewed under MDR guidelines case number LPRN-T-MDR-2014-010. Segment exempt 3.3(b)(1) on 10/17/2017. Archivist: DR]
SURVEILLANCE

END WITHDRAWN ITEM NO. 1

****************************************************

[Resume transcribed portion]

[[End transcribed portion]

Watergate
- Supreme Court
  - Potter Stewart
  - William J. Brennan, Jr. and Thurgood Marshall
  - Harry A. Blackmun, Lewis F. Powell, Jr., and Warren E. Burger

[Resume transcribed portion]

[End transcribed portion]

Watergate
- President’s conversation with Dean
  - Judicial appointments

[Resume transcribed portion]

[End transcribed portion]

Watergate
- White House
Leaks
- Jews

Watergate
- Richard G. Kleindienst

Watergate
- DeLoach
  - Elite status
  - Ambition
  - Presidential appointments [?]

Watergate
- White House response
  - J. Fred Buzhardt, Jr.
    - Preparation

Watergate
- White House response
  - Buzhardt’s materials
Haig left at 12:35 pm.
Date: June 4, 1973
Time: Unknown between 12:35 pm and 12:51 pm
Location: Executive Office Building

The President listened to a portion of a recording of a meeting with Henry A. Kissinger.

[See Conversation No. 866-004]

The President stopped the recording at an unknown time before 12:51 pm.

Conversation No. 442-010

Date: June 4, 1973
Time: Unknown between 12:35 pm and 12:51 pm
Location: Executive Office Building

The President listened to a portion of a recording of a meeting with John W. Dean, III.

[See Conversation No. 866-004]

The President stopped the recording at 12:51 pm.

An unknown person entered at an unknown time after 12:35 pm.

Order

The unknown person left at an unknown time before 12:51 pm.

Conversation No. 442-011

Date: June 4, 1973
Time: Unknown between 12:35 and 12:51 pm
Location: Executive Office Building

The President played a portion of a recording of a meeting with John W. Dean, III.

[See Conversation No. 866-004]

The President stopped the recording at an unknown time before 12:51 pm.

An unknown person entered at an unknown time after 12:35 pm.

Order

The unknown person left at an unknown time before 12:51 pm.

The President played a portion of a recording of a meeting with Dean.

[See Conversation 866-004]

The President stopped the recording at an unknown time before 12:51 pm.

The President talked with an unknown person at an unknown time after 12:35 pm.

[Conversation No. 442-011A]

[Begin telephone conversation]

Richard G. Kleindienst
- Meeting
 - Testimony [?]

[End telephone conversation]

An unknown person entered at an unknown time after 12:35 pm.

Request
The unknown person left at an unknown time before 12:51 pm.

The President played a portion of a recording of a meeting with Dean.

[See Conversation 866-004]

The President stopped the recording at an unknown time before 12:51 pm.

The President played a portion of a recording of a meeting with Henry A. Kissinger.

[See Conversation 866-016]

The President stopped the recording at an unknown time before 12:51 pm.

The President played a portion of a recording of a meeting with Dean.

[See Conversation 866-017]

The President stopped the recording at an unknown time before 12:51 pm.

Conversation No. 442-012

Date: June 4, 1973
Time: Unknown between 12:35 pm and 12:51 pm
Location: Executive Office Building

The President talked with the White House operator.

[A transcript of the following portion of this conversation was initially prepared for the Watergate Special Prosecution Force (WSPF) and can be found in Record Group (RG) 460, Box 172, “Transcript Prepared by the Impeachment Inquiry Staff for the House Judiciary Committee…,” page 30 (.pdf page 34). The Nixon Presidential Materials Staff reviewed the...
transcript and made changes as necessary. This transcript has been reviewed under the provisions of the Presidential Recordings and Materials Preservation Act of 1974 (PRMPA). The National Archives does not guarantee its accuracy.]

[See also Conversation No. 039-064]

Conversation No. 442-013

Date: June 4, 1973
Time: 12:51 pm - 12:52 pm
Location: Executive Office Building

The President talked with Stephen B. Bull.

[A transcript of the following portion of this conversation was initially prepared for the Watergate Special Prosecution Force (WSPF) and can be found in Record Group (RG) 460, Box 172, “Transcript Prepared by the Impeachment Inquiry Staff for the House Judiciary Committee…,” pages 30 (.pdf page 34). The Nixon Presidential Materials Staff reviewed the transcript and made changes as necessary. This transcript has been reviewed under the provisions of the Presidential Recordings and Materials Preservation Act of 1974 (PRMPA). The National Archives does not guarantee its accuracy.]

[See also Conversation No. 039-065]

Conversation No. 442-014

Date: June 4, 1973
Time: 12:55 pm - 1:00 pm
Location: Executive Office Building

The President met with Stephen B. Bull.
Bull left at 1:00 pm.

Date: June 4, 1973
Time: Unknown between 1:00 pm and 1:23 pm
Location: Executive Office Building

The President played a recording of a portion of a meeting with Stephen B. Bull.

[See Conversation No. 864-003]

The recording continued to a portion of a meeting with John W. Dean, III.

[See also Conversation No. 864-004]

[Begin transcribed portion]
J. Edgar Hoover surveillance
   - Henry Brandon
   - British Intelligence
   - Joseph Kraft
   - North Vietnamese
   - Paris
- Soviet Embassy
- One-on-one conversations

******************************************************************************

[Resume transcribed portion]

[End transcribed portion]

******************************************************************************

[Previous National Security (B) withdrawal reviewed under MDR guidelines case number LPRN-T-MDR-2014-010. Segment declassified on 10/03/2017. Archivist: DR]

[National security]

[442-015-w003]

[Duration: 6s]

J. Edgar Hoover surveillance
- Henry Brandon
  - British correspondent

******************************************************************************

[Resume transcribed portion]

[End transcribed portion]

******************************************************************************

[Previous National Security (B) withdrawal reviewed under MDR guidelines case number LPRN-T-MDR-2014-010. Segment declassified on 10/03/2017. Archivist: DR]

[National security]
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The President stopped the recording at an unknown time before 1:23 pm.

Conversation No. 442-016

Date: June 4, 1973
Time: Unknown between 1:00 pm and 1:23 pm
Location: Executive Office Building

The President talked with the White House operator.

[A transcript of the following portion of this conversation was initially prepared for the Watergate Special Prosecution Force (WSPF) and can be found in Record Group (RG) 460, Box 172, “Transcript Prepared by the Impeachment Inquiry Staff for the House Judiciary Committee…,” page 32 (.pdf page 36) The Nixon Presidential Materials Staff reviewed the transcript and made changes as necessary. This transcript has been reviewed under the provisions of the Presidential Recordings and Materials Preservation Act of 1974 (PRMPA). The National Archives does not guarantee its accuracy.]
Conversation No. 442-017

Date: June 4, 1973
Time: 1:23 pm - 1:25 pm
Location: Executive Office Building

The President talked with Stephen B. Bull.

[See also Conversation No. 039-066]

[Begin transcribed portion]

[End transcribed portion]

Conversation No. 442-018

Date: June 4, 1973
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Time: Unknown between 1:25 pm and 1:26 pm
Location: Executive Office Building

The President talked with the White House operator.

[A transcript of the following portion of this conversation was initially prepared for the
Watergate Special Prosecution Force (WSPF) and can be found in Record Group (RG) 460, Box
172, “Transcript Prepared by the Impeachment Inquiry Staff for the House Judiciary
Committee…,” page 33 (.pdf page 37). The Nixon Presidential Materials Staff reviewed the
transcript and made changes as necessary. This transcript has been reviewed under the
The National Archives does not guarantee its accuracy.]

[See also Conversation No. 039-068]

[Begin transcribed portion]

[End transcribed portion]
Conversation No. 442-020

Date: June 4, 1973
Time: 1:29 pm
Location: Executive Office Building

The President talked with the White House operator.

[A transcript of the following portion of this conversation was initially prepared for the Watergate Special Prosecution Force (WSPF) and can be found in Record Group (RG) 460, Box 172, “Transcript Prepared by the Impeachment Inquiry Staff for the House Judiciary Committee…,” pages 34 (.pdf pages 38). The Nixon Presidential Materials Staff reviewed the transcript and made changes as necessary. This transcript has been reviewed under the provisions of the Presidential Recordings and Materials Preservation Act of 1974 (PRMPA). The National Archives does not guarantee its accuracy.]

[See also Conversation No. 039-070]

Conversation No. 442-021

Date: June 4, 1973
Time: 1:29 pm - 1:36 pm
Location: Executive Office Building

The President talked with Ronald L. Ziegler.
Date: June 4, 1973  
Time: Unknown between 1:36 pm and 1:49 pm  
Location: Executive Office Building  

The President talked with the White House operator.

[See also Conversation No. 039-072]
Conversation No. 442-023

Date:  June 4, 1973
Time:  1:49 pm - 1:55 pm
Location:  Executive Office Building

The President talked with Stephen B. Bull.

[A transcript of the following portion of this conversation was initially prepared for the Watergate Special Prosecution Force (WSPF) and can be found in Record Group (RG) 460, Box 172, “Transcript Prepared by the Impeachment Inquiry Staff for the House Judiciary Committee…,” pages 39, 38, 40 (.pdf pages 43, 42, 44). The Nixon Presidential Materials Staff reviewed the transcript and made changes as necessary. This transcript has been reviewed under the provisions of the Presidential Recordings and Materials Preservation Act of 1974 (PRMPA). The National Archives does not guarantee its accuracy.]

[See also Conversation No. 039-073]

[Begin transcribed portion]

[End transcribed portion]
The President met with Manolo Sanchez.

Sanchez left at an unknown time before 1:58 pm.

Date: June 4, 1973
Time: Unknown between 1:55 pm and 1:58 pm
Location: Executive Office Building

The President talked with the White House operator.
Conversation No. 442-026

Date: June 4, 1973
Time: 1:58 pm - 2:00 pm
Location: Executive Office Building

The President talked with Alexander M. Haig, Jr.

[A transcript of the following portion of this conversation was initially prepared for the Watergate Special Prosecution Force (WSPF) and can be found in Record Group (RG) 460, Box 172, “Transcript Prepared by the Impeachment Inquiry Staff for the House Judiciary Committee…,” pages 40-41 (.pdf pages 44-45). The Nixon Presidential Materials Staff reviewed the transcript and made changes as necessary. This transcript has been reviewed under the provisions of the Presidential Recordings and Materials Preservation Act of 1974 (PRMPA). The National Archives does not guarantee its accuracy.]

[See also Conversation No. 039-075]

Conversation No. 442-027

Date: June 4, 1973
Time: Unknown between 2:00 pm and 2:27 pm
Location: Executive Office Building
The President met with Manolo Sanchez.

[A transcript of the following portion of this conversation was initially prepared for the Watergate Special Prosecution Force (WSPF) and can be found in Record Group (RG) 460, Box 172, “Transcript Prepared by the Impeachment Inquiry Staff for the House Judiciary Committee…,” page 41 (.pdf page 45). The Nixon Presidential Materials Staff reviewed the transcript and made changes as necessary. This transcript has been reviewed under the provisions of the Presidential Recordings and Materials Preservation Act of 1974 (PRMPA). The National Archives does not guarantee its accuracy.]

[Begin transcribed portion]

[End transcribed portion]

Sanchez left at an unknown time before 2:27 pm.

Date: June 4, 1973
Time: Unknown between 2:00 pm and 2:27 pm
Location: Executive Office Building

The President met with an unknown person.

President’s schedule

The unknown person left at an unknown time before 2:27 pm.
Time: Unknown between 2:00 pm and 2:27 pm
Location: Executive Office Building

The President met with Manolo Sanchez.

[A transcript of the following portion of this conversation was initially prepared for the Watergate Special Prosecution Force (WSPF) and can be found in Record Group (RG) 460, Box 172, “Transcript Prepared by the Impeachment Inquiry Staff for the House Judiciary Committee…,” page 42 (.pdf page 46). The Nixon Presidential Materials Staff reviewed the transcript and made changes as necessary. This transcript has been reviewed under the provisions of the Presidential Recordings and Materials Preservation Act of 1974 (PRMPA). The National Archives does not guarantee its accuracy.]

[Begin transcribed portion]

[End transcribed portion]

Sanchez left at an unknown time before 2:27 pm.

Date: June 4, 1973
Time: Unknown between 2:00 pm and 2:27 pm
Location: Executive Office Building

The President talked with the White House operator.

[A transcript of the following portion of this conversation was initially prepared for the Watergate Special Prosecution Force (WSPF) and can be found in Record Group (RG) 460, Box 172, “Transcript Prepared by the Impeachment Inquiry Staff for the House Judiciary Committee…,” page 42 (.pdf page 46). The Nixon Presidential Materials Staff reviewed the transcript and made changes as necessary. This transcript has been reviewed under the provisions of the Presidential Recordings and Materials Preservation Act of 1974 (PRMPA). The National Archives does not guarantee its accuracy.]
Conversation No. 442-030

Date: June 4, 1973
Time: 2:27 pm - 2:29 pm
Location: Executive Office Building

The President talked with Stephen B. Bull.

[A transcript of the following portion of this conversation was initially prepared for the Watergate Special Prosecution Force (WSPF) and can be found in Record Group (RG) 460, Box 172, “Transcript Prepared by the Impeachment Inquiry Staff for the House Judiciary Committee…,” page 42-43 (.pdf page 46-47). The Nixon Presidential Materials Staff reviewed the transcript and made changes as necessary. This transcript has been reviewed under the provisions of the Presidential Recordings and Materials Preservation Act of 1974 (PRMPA). The National Archives does not guarantee its accuracy.]

[See also Conversation No. 039-077]

[Begin transcribed portion]

[End transcribed portion]
Time: Unknown between 2:37 pm and 2:50 pm
Location: Executive Office Building

The President met with Stephen B. Bull.

[A transcript of the following portion of this conversation was initially prepared for the Watergate Special Prosecution Force (WSPF) and can be found in Record Group (RG) 460, Box 172, “Transcript Prepared by the Impeachment Inquiry Staff for the House Judiciary Committee…,” pages 43-44 (.pdf pages 47-48). The Nixon Presidential Materials Staff reviewed the transcript and made changes as necessary. This transcript has been reviewed under the provisions of the Presidential Recordings and Materials Preservation Act of 1974 (PRMPA). The National Archives does not guarantee its accuracy.]

[Begin transcribed portion]

[End transcribed portion]
Bull left at an unknown time before 2:50 pm.

Conversation No. 442-032

Date:  June 4, 1973  
Time:  Unknown between 2:50 pm and 5:00 pm  
Location:  Executive Office Building

The President played a recording of a portion of a meeting with John W. Dean, III.

[See Conversation 869-013]

The President stopped the recording at an unknown time before 5:00 pm.

Conversation No. 442-033

Date:  June 4, 1973  
Time:  Unknown between 2:50 pm and 5:00 pm  
Location:  Executive Office Building

The President met with Stephen B. Bull.

[A transcript of the following portion of this conversation was initially prepared for the Watergate Special Prosecution Force (WSPF) and can be found in Record Group (RG) 460, Box 172, “Transcript Prepared by the Impeachment Inquiry Staff for the House Judiciary Committee…,” page 44 (.pdf page 48). The Nixon Presidential Materials Staff reviewed the...
transcript and made changes as necessary. This transcript has been reviewed under the provisions of the Presidential Recordings and Materials Preservation Act of 1974 (PRMPA). The National Archives does not guarantee its accuracy.

[Begin transcribed portion]

[Bull left at an unknown time before 5:00 pm.

Date: June 4, 1973
Time: Unknown between 2:50 pm and 5:00 pm
Location: Executive Office Building

The President met with Stephen B. Bull.

[A transcript of the following portion of this conversation was initially prepared for the Watergate Special Prosecution Force (WSPF) and can be found in Record Group (RG) 460, Box 172, “Transcript Prepared by the Impeachment Inquiry Staff for the House Judiciary Committee…,” page 45 (.pdf page 49). The Nixon Presidential Materials Staff reviewed the transcript and made changes as necessary. This transcript has been reviewed under the provisions of the Presidential Recordings and Materials Preservation Act of 1974 (PRMPA). The National Archives does not guarantee its accuracy.]

[Begin transcribed portion]

[End transcribed portion]

White House tapes
-Review
  -Preparation
  -President’s meetings with John W. Dean, III
The President left at an unknown time before 5:00 pm.

Date: June 4, 1973
Time: Unknown between 2:50 pm and 5:00 pm
Location: Executive Office Building

The President met with Stephen B. Bull.

[Bullet list]

White House staff involvement
- Bull’s awareness
- H. R. (“Bob”) Haldeman

Length

[Resume transcribed portion]

[End transcribed portion]

Bull left at an unknown time before 5:00 pm.
Conversation No. 442-036

Date: June 4, 1973
Time: Unknown between 2:50 pm and 5:00 pm
Location: Executive Office Building

The President met with Stephen B. Bull.

[A transcript of the following portion of this conversation was initially prepared for the Watergate Special Prosecution Force (WSPF) and can be found in Record Group (RG) 460, Box 172, “Transcript Prepared by the Impeachment Inquiry Staff for the House Judiciary Committee…,” page 46 (.pdf page 50). The Nixon Presidential Materials Staff reviewed the transcript and made changes as necessary. This transcript has been reviewed under the provisions of the Presidential Recordings and Materials Preservation Act of 1974 (PRMPA). The National Archives does not guarantee its accuracy.]

[Begin transcribed portion]

[End transcribed portion]
Bull left at an unknown time before 5:00 pm.

Date: June 4, 1973
Time: Unknown between 2:50 pm and 5:00 pm
Location: Executive Office Building

An unknown person talked with the President.

[A transcript of the following portion of this conversation was initially prepared for the Watergate Special Prosecution Force (WSPF) and can be found in Record Group (RG) 460, Box 172, “Transcript Prepared by the Impeachment Inquiry Staff for the House Judiciary Committee…,” pages 46 (.pdf pages 50). The Nixon Presidential Materials Staff reviewed the transcript and made changes as necessary. This transcript has been reviewed under the provisions of the Presidential Recordings and Materials Preservation Act of 1974 (PRMPA). The National Archives does not guarantee its accuracy.]

[Begin transcribed portion]

[End transcribed portion]
Date: June 4, 1973  
Time: Unknown between 2:50 pm and 5:00 pm  
Location: Executive Office Building

The President met with Stephen B. Bull.

[A transcript of the following portion of this conversation was initially prepared for the Watergate Special Prosecution Force (WSPF) and can be found in Record Group (RG) 460, Box 172, “Transcript Prepared by the Impeachment Inquiry Staff for the House Judiciary Committee…,” pages 46-57 (.pdf pages 50-51). The Nixon Presidential Materials Staff reviewed the transcript and made changes as necessary. This transcript has been reviewed under the provisions of the Presidential Recordings and Materials Preservation Act of 1974 (PRMPA). The National Archives does not guarantee its accuracy.]

[BEGIN TRANSCRIBED PORTION]

[Bull left at an unknown time before 5:00 pm.]

[END TRANSCRIBED PORTION]
Location: Executive Office Building

The President met with Stephen B. Bull.

[A transcript of the following portion of this conversation was initially prepared for the Watergate Special Prosecution Force (WSPF) and can be found in Record Group (RG) 460, Box 172, “Transcript Prepared by the Impeachment Inquiry Staff for the House Judiciary Committee…,” pages 47 (.pdf pages 51). The Nixon Presidential Materials Staff reviewed the transcript and made changes as necessary. This transcript has been reviewed under the provisions of the Presidential Recordings and Materials Preservation Act of 1974 (PRMPA). The National Archives does not guarantee its accuracy.]

[Begin transcribed portion]

[End transcribed portion]

President’s schedule
-Henry A. Kissinger
-Message for President

Bull left at an unknown time before 5:00 pm.

Date: June 4, 1973
Time: Unknown between 2:50 pm and 5:00 pm
Location: Executive Office Building

The President talked with an unknown person.

[A transcript of the following portion of this conversation was initially prepared for the Watergate Special Prosecution Force (WSPF) and can be found in Record Group (RG) 460, Box 172, “Transcript Prepared by the Impeachment Inquiry Staff for the House Judiciary Committee…,” page 47 (.pdf page 51). The Nixon Presidential Materials Staff reviewed the
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Conversation No. 442-041

Date: June 4, 1973
Time: Unknown between 2:50 pm and 5:00 pm
Location: Executive Office Building

The President talked with Henry A. Kissinger.

[A transcript of the following portion of this conversation was initially prepared for the Watergate Special Prosecution Force (WSPF) and can be found in Record Group (RG) 460, Box 172, “Transcript Prepared by the Impeachment Inquiry Staff for the House Judiciary Committee…,” pages 48-49 (.pdf pages 52-53). The Nixon Presidential Materials Staff reviewed the transcript and made changes as necessary. This transcript has been reviewed under the provisions of the Presidential Recordings and Materials Preservation Act of 1974 (PRMPA). The National Archives does not guarantee its accuracy.]

[Begin transcribed portion]

[End transcribed portion]

Conversation No. 442-042

Date: June 4, 1973
Time: Unknown between 2:50 pm and 5:00 pm
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Location: Executive Office Building

The President met with Stephen B. Bull.

[A transcript of the following portion of this conversation was initially prepared for the Watergate Special Prosecution Force (WSPF) and can be found in Record Group (RG) 460, Box 172, “Transcript Prepared by the Impeachment Inquiry Staff for the House Judiciary Committee.,” pages 49-51 (.pdf pages 53-55). The Nixon Presidential Materials Staff reviewed the transcript and made changes as necessary. This transcript has been reviewed under the provisions of the Presidential Recordings and Materials Preservation Act of 1974 (PRMPA). The National Archives does not guarantee its accuracy.]

[Begin transcribed portion]

[End transcribed portion]

White House tapes
- Telephone
  - Fidelity
  - Meeting
  - Extracts
  - Selections

[Resume transcribed portion]

[End transcribed portion]

White House tapes
- Telephone
  - April conversations
  - Change of tape
    - Method

[Resume transcribed portion]

[End transcribed portion]
White House tapes
  -Telephone
    -April
    -Exceptions
    -Ronald L. Ziegler [?]

[Resume transcribed portion]

[End transcribed portion]

White House tapes
  -Extracts
    -Preparation
    -Selections

[Resume transcribed portion]

[End transcribed portion]

White House tapes
  -Meeting with Ziegler
    -Bull

[Resume transcribed portion]

[End transcribed portion]

White House tapes
  -Review
    -Preparation
    -Ziegler [?]
    -Bull
    -President

Bull left at an unknown time before 5:00 pm.
Date: June 4, 1973
Time: 5:00 pm - 5:06 pm
Location: Executive Office Building

Alexander M. Haig, Jr. talked with the President.

[A transcript of the following portion of this conversation was initially prepared for the Watergate Special Prosecution Force (WSPF) and can be found in Record Group (RG) 460, Box 172, “Transcript Prepared by the Impeachment Inquiry Staff for the House Judiciary Committee…,” pages 51-55 (.pdf pages 55-59). The Nixon Presidential Materials Staff reviewed the transcript and made changes as necessary. This transcript has been reviewed under the provisions of the Presidential Recordings and Materials Preservation Act of 1974 (PRMPA). The National Archives does not guarantee its accuracy.]

[See also Conversation No. 039-078]

[Begin transcribed portion]

[End transcribed portion]

Date: June 4, 1973
Time: Unknown between 5:06 pm and 6:04 pm
Location: Executive Office Building

The President met with Stephen B. Bull.
White House tapes
-Review
- Bull's support

Bull left at an unknown time before 6:04 pm.

Date: June 4, 1973
Time: Unknown between 5:06 pm and 6:04 pm
Location: Executive Office Building

The President met with Stephen B. Bull.
Date: June 4, 1973
Time: Unknown between 5:06 pm and 6:04 pm
Location: Executive Office Building

The President met with an unknown man.

[Begun transcribed portion]

[Begun transcribed portion]

The unknown man left at an unknown time before 6:04 pm.
The President met with Manolo Sanchez.

Sanchez left at an unknown time before 6:04 pm.

Date: June 4, 1973
Time: Unknown between 5:06 pm and 6:04 pm
Location: Executive Office Building

The President met with Stephen B. Bull.

[A transcript of the following portion of this conversation was initially prepared for the Watergate Special Prosecution Force (WSPF) and can be found in Record Group (RG) 460, Box 172, “Transcript Prepared by the Impeachment Inquiry Staff for the House Judiciary Committee…,” pages 58-60 (.pdf pages 62-64). The Nixon Presidential Materials Staff reviewed the transcript and made changes as necessary. This transcript has been reviewed under the provisions of the Presidential Recordings and Materials Preservation Act of 1974 (PRMPA). The National Archives does not guarantee its accuracy.]
Date: June 4, 1973
Time: 6:04 pm - 7:47 pm
Location: Executive Office Building

The President met with Stephen B. Bull and Ronald L. Ziegler.

[A transcript of the following portion of this conversation was initially prepared for the Watergate Special Prosecution Force (WSPF) and can be found in Record Group (RG) 460, Box 172, “Transcript Prepared by the Impeachment Inquiry Staff for the House Judiciary Committee…,” pages 60-124 (.pdf pages 64-129). The Nixon Presidential Materials Staff reviewed the transcript and made changes as necessary. This transcript has been reviewed under the provisions of the Presidential Recordings and Materials Preservation Act of 1974 (PRMPA). The National Archives does not guarantee its accuracy.]

Bull left at an unknown time before 7:47 pm.
Manolo Sanchez entered at an unknown time after 6:04 pm.

Sanchez left at an unknown time before 7:47 pm.

Bull entered at an unknown time after 6:04 pm.

Bull left at an unknown time before 7:47 pm.
J. Edgar Hoover surveillance
  - Henry Brandon
  - British Intelligence
  - Joseph Kraft
  - President’s view
  - Communication with North Vietnamese

John W. Dean, III
  - Preparation

Supreme Court
  - William J. Brennan, Jr., Thurgood Marshall
  - Potter Stewart
  - Byron R. (“Whizzer”) White, Harry S. Blackmun
  - William H. Rehnquist, Lewis F. Powell, Jr., Warren E. Burger
  - Jews

Executive Office of the President
  - Jews
  - Leaks

[Resume transcribed portion]

[End transcribed portion]
Watergate
-Kleindienst
-President’s recommendation

Watergate
-President’s conversation with Dean
-Cooperation
-Louis Patrick Gray, III and Richard G. Kleindienst
-Gray’s nomination
-Alternatives
-Police officer

Bull entered at an unknown time after 6:04 pm.

Bull left at an unknown time before 7:47 pm.

Watergate
-Kenneth S. Rietz
-[Unknown employee]
-College
-Questions-and-answer session
-Newsweek
-[Unknown woman]
Watergate
-Presidents conversation with Dean
  -William H. Sullivan
  -Haldeman [?]
  -Ervin Committee [?]
  -Gray’s confirmation hearings
  -Dean’s investigation
-Public relations [PR]
  -Dean

Bull entered at an unknown time after 6:04 pm.
Bull left at an unknown time before 7:47 pm.

Watergate
-Presidents conversation with Dean
  -Report
    -Television [TV] [?]
      -Ervin Committee [?]
Bull entered at an unknown time after 6:04 pm.

Bull left at an unknown time before 7:47 pm.

[The transcript contains segments listed out of order on pages 106-107 (.pdf pages 111-112).]

Bull entered at an unknown time after 6:04 pm.

Bull left at an unknown time before 7:47 pm.

Watergate

-Archibald Cox
-Possible intentions concerning President
-Perjury
-Embarrassment

-Ervin Committee
-“Show trial”
-Charles A. Wright
-Paper

Ziegler left at 7:47 pm.

Date: June 4, 1973
Time: Unknown between 7:47 pm and 8:40 pm

Conversation No. 442-050
Location: Executive Office Building

The President met with Stephen B. Bull.

[A transcript of the following portion of this conversation was initially prepared for the Watergate Special Prosecution Force (WSPF) and can be found in Record Group (RG) 460, Box 172, “Transcript Prepared by the Impeachment Inquiry Staff for the House Judiciary Committee…,” page 125 (.pdf page 130). The Nixon Presidential Materials Staff reviewed the transcript and made changes as necessary. This transcript has been reviewed under the provisions of the Presidential Recordings and Materials Preservation Act of 1974 (PRMPA). The National Archives does not guarantee its accuracy.]

[Begin transcribed portion]

[End transcribed portion]
-March 21, 1973
-H. R. ("Bob") Haldeman, John D. Ehrlichman
-Duration

Bull left at an unknown time before 8:40 pm.

Date:  June 4, 1973
Time:  Unknown between 7:47 pm and 8:40 pm
Location:  Executive Office Building

The President met with Manolo Sanchez.

[A transcript of the following portion of this conversation was initially prepared for the Watergate Special Prosecution Force (WSPF) and can be found in Record Group (RG) 460, Box 172, “Transcript Prepared by the Impeachment Inquiry Staff for the House Judiciary Committee…,” page 126 (.pdf page 131). The Nixon Presidential Materials Staff reviewed the transcript and made changes as necessary. This transcript has been reviewed under the provisions of the Presidential Recordings and Materials Preservation Act of 1974 (PRMPA). The National Archives does not guarantee its accuracy.]

[Begin transcribed portion]

[End transcribed portion]

Sanchez left at an unknown time before 8:40 pm.

Date:  June 4, 1973
Time:  Unknown between 7:47 pm and 8:40 pm
Location: Executive Office Building

The President met with Stephen B. Bull.

[A transcript of the following portion of this conversation was initially prepared for the Watergate Special Prosecution Force (WSPF) and can be found in Record Group (RG) 460, Box 172, “Transcript Prepared by the Impeachment Inquiry Staff for the House Judiciary Committee…,” pages 126-127 (.pdf page 131-132). The Nixon Presidential Materials Staff reviewed the transcript and made changes as necessary. This transcript has been reviewed under the provisions of the Presidential Recordings and Materials Preservation Act of 1974 (PRMPA). The National Archives does not guarantee its accuracy.]

[Begin transcribed portion]

[End transcribed portion]

Bull left at an unknown time before 8:40 pm.

Date: June 4, 1973
Time: Unknown between 7:47 pm and 8:40 pm
Location: Executive Office Building

The President met with an unknown man.

[A transcript of the following portion of this conversation was initially prepared for the Watergate Special Prosecution Force (WSPF) and can be found in Record Group (RG) 460, Box 172, “Transcript Prepared by the Impeachment Inquiry Staff for the House Judiciary Committee…,” page 127 (.pdf page 132). The Nixon Presidential Materials Staff reviewed the transcript and made changes as necessary. This transcript has been reviewed under the provisions of the Presidential Recordings and Materials Preservation Act of 1974 (PRMPA). The National Archives does not guarantee its accuracy.]
The unknown man left at an unknown time before 8:40 pm.

Date: June 4, 1973
Time: Unknown between 7:47 pm and 8:40 pm
Location: Executive Office Building

The President met with Stephen B. Bull.

Ronald L. Ziegler entered at an unknown time after 7:47 pm.

Ziegler left at an unknown time before 8:40 pm.

Bull left at an unknown time before 8:40 pm.
Conversation No. 442-055

Date: June 4, 1973
Time: Unknown between 7:47 pm and 8:40 pm
Location: Executive Office Building

Unknown people met.

The unknown people left at an unknown time before 8:40 pm.

Conversation No. 442-056

Date: June 4, 1973
Time: Unknown between 7:47 pm and 8:40 pm
Location: Executive Office Building

The President met with Manolo Sanchez.

[A transcript of the following portion of this conversation was initially prepared for the Watergate Special Prosecution Force (WSPF) and can be found in Record Group (RG) 460, Box 172, “Transcript Prepared by the Impeachment Inquiry Staff for the House Judiciary Committee…,” page 133 (.pdf page 138). The Nixon Presidential Materials Staff reviewed the transcript and made changes as necessary. This transcript has been reviewed under the provisions of the Presidential Recordings and Materials Preservation Act of 1974 (PRMPA). The National Archives does not guarantee its accuracy.]

[Begin transcribed portion]

[End transcribed portion]

Sanchez left at an unknown time before 8:40 pm.
White House Tapes of the Nixon Administration, 1971-1973
Richard Nixon Presidential Library and Museum, NARA Online Public Access Catalog Identifier: 597542

Conversation No. 442-057

Date: June 4, 1973
Time: Unknown between 7:47 pm and 8:40 pm
Location: Executive Office Building

The President met with an unknown person.

[A transcript of the following portion of this conversation was initially prepared for the Watergate Special Prosecution Force (WSPF) and can be found in Record Group (RG) 460, Box 172, “Transcript Prepared by the Impeachment Inquiry Staff for the House Judiciary Committee…,” page 133 (.pdf page 138). The Nixon Presidential Materials Staff reviewed the transcript and made changes as necessary. This transcript has been reviewed under the provisions of the Presidential Recordings and Materials Preservation Act of 1974 (PRMPA). The National Archives does not guarantee its accuracy.]

[Begin transcribed portion]

[End transcribed portion]

The unknown person left at an unknown time before 8:40 pm.

Conversation No. 442-058

Date: June 4, 1973
Time: Unknown between 7:47 pm and 8:40 pm
Location: Executive Office Building

The President met with Stephen B. Bull.
Bull left at an unknown time before 8:40 pm.

---

Date: June 4, 1973
Time: Unknown between 7:47 pm and 8:40 pm
Location: Executive Office Building

The President met with an unknown man.

Order

The unknown man left at an unknown time before 8:40 pm.
The President met with Stephen B. Bull.

[A transcript of the following portion of this conversation was initially prepared for the Watergate Special Prosecution Force (WSPF) and can be found in Record Group (RG) 460, Box 172, “Transcript Prepared by the Impeachment Inquiry Staff for the House Judiciary Committee…,” page 135 (.pdf page 140). The Nixon Presidential Materials Staff reviewed the transcript and made changes as necessary. This transcript has been reviewed under the provisions of the Presidential Recordings and Materials Preservation Act of 1974 (PRMPA). The National Archives does not guarantee its accuracy.]

[BEGIN TRANSCRIPT]

Bull left at an unknown time before 8:40 pm.

[END TRANSCRIPT]

Date: June 4, 1973
Time: Unknown between 7:47 pm and 8:40 pm
Location: Executive Office Building

The President met with and unknown man.

[A transcript of the following portion of this conversation was initially prepared for the Watergate Special Prosecution Force (WSPF) and can be found in Record Group (RG) 460, Box 172, “Transcript Prepared by the Impeachment Inquiry Staff for the House Judiciary Committee…,” page 135-136 (.pdf page 140-141). The Nixon Presidential Materials Staff reviewed the transcript and made changes as necessary. This transcript has been reviewed under the provisions of the Presidential Recordings and Materials Preservation Act of 1974 (PRMPA). The National Archives does not guarantee its accuracy.]

[BEGIN TRANSCRIPT]
Manolo Sanchez entered at an unknown time after 7:47 pm.

[End transcribed portion]

Sanchez and the unknown man left at an unknown time before 8:40 pm.

Date: June 4, 1973
Time: 8:40 pm - 8:55 pm
Location: Executive Office Building

The President met with Ronald L. Ziegler.

[A transcript of this conversation appears in RG 460, Box 172, pp. 136-151]

[A transcript of the following portion of this conversation was initially prepared for the Watergate Special Prosecution Force (WSPF) and can be found in Record Group (RG) 460, Box 172, “Transcript Prepared by the Impeachment Inquiry Staff for the House Judiciary Committee…,” pages 136-151 (.pdf pages 141-156). The Nixon Presidential Materials Staff reviewed the transcript and made changes as necessary. This transcript has been reviewed under the provisions of the Presidential Recordings and Materials Preservation Act of 1974 (PRMPA). The National Archives does not guarantee its accuracy.]

[Begin transcribed portion]

[End transcribed portion]

Watergate
   -John W. Dean, III’s memorandum
      -President’s knowledge

[Resume transcribed portion]
Manolo Sanchez entered at an unknown time after 8:40 pm.

Sanchez and Ziegler left at 8:40 pm.
Conversation No. 442-062

Date: June 4, 1973
Time: Unknown between 8:55 pm and 9:39 pm
Location: Executive Office Building

The President met with Manolo Sanchez.

Sanchez left at an unknown time before 9:39 pm.

Conversation No. 442-063

Date: June 4, 1973
Time: Unknown between 8:55 pm and 9:39 pm
Location: Executive Office Building

The President met with Stephen B. Bull.

[A transcript of the following portion of this conversation was initially prepared for the Watergate Special Prosecution Force (WSPF) and can be found in Record Group (RG) 460, Box 172, “Transcript Prepared by the Impeachment Inquiry Staff for the House Judiciary Committee…,” page 151 (.pdf page 156). The Nixon Presidential Materials Staff reviewed the transcript and made changes as necessary. This transcript has been reviewed under the provisions of the Presidential Recordings and Materials Preservation Act of 1974 (PRMPA). The National Archives does not guarantee its accuracy.]
Bull left at an unknown time before 9:39 pm.

Conversation No. 422-064

Date: June 4, 1973
Time: Unknown between 8:55 pm and 9:39 pm
Location: Executive Office Building

The President met with an unknown man [Manolo Sanchez ?].

[A transcript of the following portion of this conversation was initially prepared for the Watergate Special Prosecution Force (WSPF) and can be found in Record Group (RG) 460, Box 172, “Transcript Prepared by the Impeachment Inquiry Staff for the House Judiciary Committee…,” page 153 (.pdf page 158). The Nixon Presidential Materials Staff reviewed the transcript and made changes as necessary. This transcript has been reviewed under the provisions of the Presidential Recordings and Materials Preservation Act of 1974 (PRMPA). The National Archives does not guarantee its accuracy.]

[Begin transcribed portion]

[End transcribed portion]

The unknown man [Sanchez ?] left at an unknown time before 9:39 pm.
Conversation No. 442-065

Date: June 4, 1973
Time: Unknown between 8:55 pm and 9:39 pm
Location: Executive Office Building

The President met with Stephen B. Bull.

[A transcript of this conversation appears in RG 460, Box 172, pp. 153-156]

[A transcript of the following portion of this conversation was initially prepared for the Watergate Special Prosecution Force (WSPF) and can be found in Record Group (RG) 460, Box 172, “Transcript Prepared by the Impeachment Inquiry Staff for the House Judiciary Committee…,” page 153-156 (.pdf page 158-161). The Nixon Presidential Materials Staff reviewed the transcript and made changes as necessary. This transcript has been reviewed under the provisions of the Presidential Recordings and Materials Preservation Act of 1974 (PRMPA). The National Archives does not guarantee its accuracy.]

[Begin transcribed portion]

[End transcribed portion]

Bull left at an unknown time before 9:39 pm.

---

Conversation No. 442-066

Date: June 4, 1973
Time: Unknown between 8:55 pm and 9:39 pm
Location: Executive Office Building

The President met with Stephen B. Bull.
[A transcript of the following portion of this conversation was initially prepared for the Watergate Special Prosecution Force (WSPF) and can be found in Record Group (RG) 460, Box 172, “Transcript Prepared by the Impeachment Inquiry Staff for the House Judiciary Committee…,” page 156-159 (.pdf page 161-164). The Nixon Presidential Materials Staff reviewed the transcript and made changes as necessary. This transcript has been reviewed under the provisions of the Presidential Recordings and Materials Preservation Act of 1974 (PRMPA). The National Archives does not guarantee its accuracy.]

[Begin transcribed portion]

[End transcribed portion]

Bull left at an unknown time before 9:39 pm.

Date: June 4, 1973
Time: 9:39 pm - 9:48 pm
Location: Executive Office Building

Alexander M. Haig, Jr. talked with the President.

[See also Conversation No. 39-79]
Bull left at an unknown time before 9:54 pm.
Bull’s schedule

Richard A. Moore

-Memorandum [memo]
  -Bull’s schedule
  -Request

The President and Bull left at an unknown time before 9:54 pm.